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一、克漏字測驗  (40%) 

(  )1.Amy did not _____ changes in the course schedule and therefore missed the class. 
   (A)arrest  (B)alarm  (C)delay  (D)notice 
(  )2.It is not easy for old people to _____ their backs, so they need help when their backs 

itch. 
(A)label  (B)scratch  (C)lighten  (D)squeeze 

(  )3.Mary is suffering from a stomachache and needs to eat food which is easy to _____. 
(A)adapt  (B)adopt   (C)digest   (D)dissolve 

(  )4.Since our classroom is not air-conditioned, we have to _____ the heat during the hot 
summer days. 

(A)recover  (B)release  (C)promote  (D)tolerate 
(  )5.Sue is so _____ that she always breaks something when she is shopping at a store. 

(A)timid  (B)awkward  (C)visual  (D)intimate 
(  )6.Ann enjoyed going to the flower market.  She believed that the _____ of flowers 

refreshed her mind. 
(A)fragrance  (B)appliance  (C)dominance  (D)instance 

(  )7.The profits of Prince Charles’s organic farm go to _____ to help the poor and the sick. 
(A)rebels  (B)harvests  (C)charities  (D)bulletins 

(  )8.Jack was given the rare _____ of using the president’s office, which made others quite 
jealous. 

(A)occupation  (B)involvement  (C)mischief  (D)privilege 
(  )9.This new computer is obviously _____ to the old one because it has many new 

functions. 
(A)junior  (B)senior  (C)superior  (D)inferior 

(  )10.Simon loves his work.  To him, work always comes first, and family and friends are 
_____. 

(A)temporary  (B)sociable  (C)capable  (D)secondary 
(  )11.We human beings may live without clothes, but food and air are _____ to our life. 

(A)influential   (B)profitable  (C)essential  (D)magnificent 
(  )12.Many important legal _____ concerning the tragic incident have now been preserved 

in the museum. 
(A)formations  (B)documents  (C)distributions  (D)constructions 

(  )13.I am not sure exactly how much scholarship you’ll receive, but it will _____ cover 
your major expenses. 
(A)recently  (B)variously  (C)roughly  (D)frankly 

(  )14.The police searched the house of the suspect _____. They almost turned the whole 
house upside down. 
(A)relatively  (B)thoroughly  (C)casually  (D)permanently 
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(  )15.This tour package is very appealing, and that one looks _____ attractive.  I don’t 
know which one to choose. 
(A)equally  (B)annually  (C)merely  (D)gratefully 

 
說明：請依文意選出最適當的選項，以使文章完整。每題答對得 1 分，答錯不倒扣。 
(A) Jerry was the kind of guy who always looks on the bright side of life. “How do you    16    
all the time?” I asked him. He said, “Each time something bad happens, I choose to learn from it.” 
Once Jerry left his restaurant back door open and was shot by armed robbers. About six months 
after the accident, I asked him    17    He answered, “Things just can’t be better! As I    18    
on the floor, I told myself I chose to live.” Thus, when the nurse asked    19    he had any 
allergy. He said, “Yes. Bullets!” His amazing attitude as well as the skills of his doctors    20    
the key to his survival. 
 
16. (A) stay positive (B) maintain hopeful (C) keep hopefully (D) remain positively 
17. (A) how he was? (B) how he was. (C) how was he? (D) how was he.  
18. (A) lay (B) lied (C) laid (D) led 
19. (A) what (B) before (C) that (D) if 
20. (A) would be (B) will be (C) was (D) were 
 

(B) While crop circles were first discovered in the twentieth century, Stonehenge is a mystery    
21    origin comes from ancient times. Stonehenge    22    two rings: one is inside the other. 
Some of the stones came from the local area; the others clearly did not. Scientists have long 
wondered how such huge stones were moved to the site where they are now.       23     
enough, several crop circles were discovered in the surrounding areas. Is it a coincidence? Many 
have found    24    difficult to believe so. Because of    25    unexplainable mysteries as 
crop circles and Stonehenge, many people claim that there are intelligent life forms on other planets. 
 
21. (A) which (B) whose (C) that (D) among which 
22. (A) is consisted of (B) consists of (C) made up of (D) is included 
23. (A) Accidental (B) Amazing (C) Obviously (D) Interestingly 
24. (A) them (B) themselves (C) it  (D) that 
25. (A) such (B) so (C) as (D) many 
 
(C) Alison was a beautiful, popular, and intelligent eleventh-grader. Unfortunately, one day her 
mother found a bald patch on Alison’s scalp. They concluded that Alison    26    have pulled her 
hair back too tight in a ponytail. Yet, three months later, the once model-like girl was    27    
alopecia, and nothing could be done about the disease. Eventually,  
   28    she went, Alison had to wear a baseball cap to cover all of the bald patches. With her 
family’s encouragement, Alison decided to stop concealing her hairless head. She eventually    29    
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her new look. Several weeks later, with her wig     30    away in her closet, Alison went back to 
school, running for president of the student council with full confidence. 
   
26. (A) should (B) could (C) might not (D) must 
27. (A) released from (B) provided with (C) diagnosed with (D) blessed with 
28. (A) whoever (B) wherever (C) whichever  (D) whatever 
29. (A) got used to (B) used to (C) accustomed to (D) got adjusted to 
30. (A) putting (B) put (C) puts (D) putted 
 
(D) Since the 1980s, molecular gastronomists, especially    31    in Europe, have used science 
to create some new dishes. One of the most famous is Ferran Adria, who tirelessly researches new 
dishes in his laboratory. There, you are just   32   likely to find test tubes and syringes   32   
you are pots and pans. To Adria, the end product is more performance art    33    a regular meal. 
One of his dishes is a    34    clear noodle that has been squeezed out of a syringe. In your 
mouth, it transforms into a Japanese-style soup. Every dish of molecular gastronomy is an illusion. 
Seeing the dish will tell you nothing.    35    you put it in your mouth, there is no way to predict 
what will happen.   
 
31. (A) who (B) whom (C) those (D) that 
32. (A) as …as (B) not only… but also… (C) either…or … (D) referred to …as… 
33. (A) of (B) than (C) less (D) as 
34. (A) strange-looking (B) tongue-tied (C) hard-boiled (D) time-consuming 
35. (A) Whatever (B) Even though (C) Since (D) Until 
 
(E) For many centuries, gold has been the symbol of power and wealth. Shiny, valuable, and always 
in demand, few    36    cause as much excitement as gold. Gold’s history as a precious metal    
37    ancient times. In ancient Egypt, pharaohs were buried in golden chests. Gold represents 
timelessness    38    it never rusts. The discovery of gold can also have a dramatic effect    39    
a region. When gold was discovered in the western US in 1848, so many people poured into the 
state that the American government decided to 
    40    California as a state in 1850.  
   
36. (A) kings (B) metals (C) status (D) accesses  
37. (A) can be dated back to (B) comes back to 
 (C) traces back to (D) goes back to 
38. (A) as (B) thanks to (C) that (D) except 
39. (A) in (B) of (C) on (D) to 
40. (A) qualify (B) spark (C) boast (D) recognize 
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二、文意選填 (10%)  

說明：請依文意選出最適當的選項，每個選項用一次。每題答對得 1 分，答錯不倒扣。 
     

(A)  Most of us will feel gross if we are offered insects or mice as food.    41   , the horsemeat 
served in France will never be acceptable to most Americans. What makes us choose some foods 
over others? First, geography plays an important role in the foods we choose. Millet is one of the 
main crops in Africa, where it can thrive in the hot climate.    42   , the cold climate makes it 
necessary for some Eskimos to find the fat they need in the blubber of whales.    43    
geography, history also affects our choices.    44   , when the Hans were under the Mongols’ 
rule, they hid written messages inside moon cakes and achieved a successful revolution. Today, the 
moon cake is a popular pastry during the Moon Festival. 

Food choices have seldom been made at random.    45   , they often result from the 
interplay of complex factors.  

 
(A) For instance (B) In contrast (C) Likewise (D) Rather (E) On top of 

 
(B) Vancouver, the jewel of Western Canada,    46    among natural wonders. If you're daring, 
then the tough hike up Grouse Mountain and the suspension bridge within Capilano Park    47    
not to be missed. In Vancouver, each season offers a fresh new view, with autumn    48    
perhaps the most beautiful of all. In Stanley Park, you can enjoy the company of more than 50 
species of animals, many of    49    you can reach out and touch! As autumn changes to winter, 
tourists begin heading to the mountains surrounding Vancouver. In fact, Vancouver is such a big 
center for winter sports    50    it has been chosen to host the 2010 Winter Olympics.  
 

(A) being (B) which (C) that (D) sits (E) are 
     

三、片語 (10%) 

說明：請依文意選出最適當的選項。每題答對得 1 分，答錯不倒扣。 
51. Students are required to __________ their essays by next Tuesday.  
 (A) hand out (B) hand in (C) hand down (D) hand over 
52. You would be __________ starting a business on your own than quarrelling all the 

time with your partner.  
 (A) well off (B) better off (C) taking off (D) worse off 
53. __________ tight. The most thrilling roller coaster ride is about to start!  
 (A) Hold back (B) Hold up (C) Hold on (D) Hold out 
54. The Olympic symbol __________ the five continents in the world. 
 (A) goes up to (B) stays in (C) puts together (D) stands for 
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55. Mr. Steward is admired by all his students because he __________ with his lectures. 
 (A) takes pains (B) takes chances (C) takes measures (D) takes turns 
56. A player with good sportsmanship, he is a role model for other players to __________.  
 (A) look up to (B) look on (C) look down on (D) look up 
57. We were all hungry after spending 5 hours on the road. Therefore we __________ to 

get some food.  
 (A) took off (B) came off (C) dug into (D) pulled off 
58. We can’t afford fancy restaurants. We will have to __________ cheap diners.  
 (A) keep in touch with (B) make certain of (C) make do with  (D) make a point of 
59. I understand her loss. But her constant moaning really __________. 
 (A) gets off my back (B) gets on my feet 
 (C) gets on my nerves (D) calms my nerves 
60. I am a little tired. Can you _________driving when we reach the next town? 
 (A) take down (B) take over (C) take up (D) take apart 

四、閱讀測驗 (5%)  

說明：請根據下列文章每題選出最適當的一個選項。每題答對得 1 分，答錯不倒扣。 

The land of tinsel and glitter hasn’t always shone as brightly as it does today. For most people, 
Hollywood is synonymous with movies, glamour, and fast living. < A >  

Horace Wilcox, the leader of the Temperance Society, was one of the early developers of the 
area; in fact, his wife gave Hollywood its name. After acquiring the land for the community in 1887, 
Wilcox established an orchard, built homes and churches, and planned for parks and libraries. 
Intending the village to be a model community, Wilcox and the Society declared that only those 
who abstained from alcohol could settle there. < B >    

Hollywood existed as its founders intended for over 20 years. In 1900 there were fewer than 
500 residents. Besides the practice of not drinking alcohol, no one carried firearms and there was no 
jail, as crime was practically nonexistent. < C >    

But this quiet and bliss were fated to end. In 1910 the residents voted to join with the city of 
Los Angeles in order to gain access to the city’s water supply. The following year, the first motion 
picture studio was established, and from then on the industry grew rapidly. Hollywood today is 
universally considered the movie capital of the world. With its large population and its image of 
wealth and excess, the city is a far cry from the small temperance community of its origins. < D >    
   
61. The purpose of this passage is ___________. 
 (A) to inform us the importance of Hollywood in the film industry 

(B) to clarify some misunderstandings people have about Hollywood 
(C) to contrast the difference between the past and the present Hollywood 
(D) to point out how gold and water influenced the development of Hollywood 
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62. The word “abstained” in the second paragraph means _______________. 
 (A) didn’t sell (B) didn’t like (C) used wisely  (D) refrained from 
63. According to the passage, what event opened the way for movie studios in Hollywood?  
 (A) The expansion of the movie industry 

(B) Horace Wilcox’s death 
(C) The residents’ vote to join the city of Los Angeles 
(D) A sudden growth in Hollywood’s population 

64. In _________ the first motion picture studio in Hollywood was established. 
 (A) 1887 (B) 1900 (C) 1910 (D) 1911 
65. In which blank of the passage can we best add the sentence below?  

“Yet this commonly held image could not be more contrarily opposed to what the 
town’s founders intended.”  

 

五、文意字彙 (14%) 

說明：請依句子提示每題填入最適當的字彙。每題答對得 1 分。拼字、大小寫或單複數等有

誤者不計分。 

66. The drop in the temperature announced the a      h of autumn.  

67. The city government is planning to hold a clean-air c       n with a bicycle parade.    

68. His finger prints found on the crime scene, Adam was arrested on s       n of murder.  

69. Thanks to medical a    es, most sufferers of chronic diseases can live to a ripe old age.   

70. Hearing that the stock market was about to crash, the investors p       d and sold everything 

they had without thinking.  

71. The cross strait relation is a political problem with great c       y. It should not be viewed as a 

simple matter. 

72. Being accused of m       ting the election by bribing the voters, the former mayor was forced 

to step down. 

73. It’s hard for me to believe that fried insects are e      e. I would rather stay hungry than eat 

them.   

74. The key to our successful business is keeping a detailed p       e of our customers and their 

requirements.  

75. King Arthur is a l       y hero. We are not sure if he truly existed.  
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76. I finished the whole pint of ice cream. I couldn’t r       t the temptation.   

77. Nothing is going to dampen Samuel’s great e       m for theater. He is going to major in 

drama anyway.  

78. The Great Wall in China was built as a d       e against enemy attacks.      

79. The vase slipped from my hands and s       d into pieces on the floor.  

六、翻譯填空(15%) 

說明：請將下列中文句子譯成正確、通順、達意的英文。每格 1 分，每格不限一字。 
80. 我過去常常打球。但是現在我比較喜歡做瑜珈(do)勝過從事戶外活動(do)。 

I         play balls a lot. But now I p          yoga           outdoor activities.  

81.根據謠言，阿美有我們的兩倍老。 

   A            , A-mei is                 we are.  

82. 我當初不應該競選主席的。已經有多達八個候選人了。 

   I             run for the presidency. There were a          8 candidates already. 

83. 既然接力賽只剩兩週了，我們別無選擇只有多練習。 

N           the relay race is two weeks away, we                  practice more. 

84. 儘管炸雞裡有很多卡路里，我禁不住要吃。 

   I            the many calories in fried chicken, I                  eating it.  

85. 老實說，我反對大學入學考試。  

F             , I am                  college entrance exam.  

86. 為了要保護環境，再怎麼強調回收的重要性也不為過。  

               protecting the environment, we can’t                  the importance 

of recycling. 

七、整句翻譯(6%) 

說明：請依提示將下列中文句子譯成正確、通順、達意的英文。每題 3 分。 

87.儘管他在半個世紀前被外星人綁架，他的舉動彷彿那從未發生過。 

(… the fact…, he acted….) 

88.我家從不上海鮮菜。我家人中有些對蝦過敏；其餘對魚的味道感到噁心。 
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一~四、選擇題 (65%) 
1-5 DBCDB 6-10 ACDCD 11-15 CBCBA 16-20 ABADC 
21-25 BBDCA 26-30 DCBAB 31-35 CABAD 36-40 BDACD 
41-45 CBEAD 46-50 DEABC 51-55 BBCDA 56-60 ADCCB 
61-65 CDCDA  

 
五、文意字彙: (14%) 每格答對得 1 分。拼字、大小寫或單複數等全對才給分 
66 approach 67 campaign 

68 suspicion 69 advances 

70 panicked 71 complexity 

72 manipulating 73 edible 

74 profile 75 legendary 

76 resist 77 enthusiasm 

78 defense 79 shattered 

 
六、翻譯(15%) 每格答對得 1 分。拼字、大小寫或單複數等全對才給分 
80 used to   prefer doing / to doing 或 prefer to do / 

rather than do 
   

81 As the rumor goes twice as old as 

82 should not have as many as 

83 Now that have no choice /alternative /option but to 

84 In spite of    can’t help / refrain from 

85 Frankly speaking  against / opposed to 

86 With a view to / With an eye to / For the 
purpose of / For the sake of 

overemphasize 
 

  
七、整句翻譯(6%)每句 3 分，每個小錯扣 0.5 分。 
87 Despite the fact that he was abducted/ kidnapped by aliens half a century ago, 

he acted as if it had never happened/ taken place/ occurred. 

88 Seafood is never served in my house. Some of my family are allergic/have 

allergy to shrimp; the others are disgusted by/ at/ with the smell of fish. 

 


